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Abstract
Tree-structured neural networks, such as TreeLSTM and its variants, have
proven effective for learning semantic representations of sentences, which are
useful for a variety of tasks in natural language processing such as text categorisation, text semantic matching and machine translation. These neural network
models take as inputs parse trees of sentences, which are generated by a language parser. However, most existing tree-structured neural network models
lack the ability of distinguishing different syntactic compositions, thus the expressive power of these models is limited. Moreover, the syntactic knowledge
provided by Part-of-Speech tags in a parse tree has not been fully utilised in
existing tree-structured neural network models. It is expected that such syntactic knowledge should help distinguish syntactic compositions, so should result
in better semantic representation. This paper proposes a novel neural network
model, TagHyperTreeLSTM, which contains two components, a tag-aware hypernetwork and a sentence encoder. The tag-aware hypernetwork, which accepts
tags as inputs, generates the parameters of the sentence encoder dynamically
in order to distinguish different syntactic compositions. The sentence encoder,
which accepts words as inputs, generates the final sentence representation. Experimental results show that the proposed model achieves superior or competitive performance in text classification and text semantic matching based on six
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benchmark datasets when compared against previous tree-structured models.
Keywords: Sentence representation, Text classification, Text semantic
matching, Dynamic composition, TreeLSTM

1. Introduction
Representing a sentence as a compact semantic vector is a fundamental operation for various natural language processing (NLP) tasks, such as text classification [1, 2], machine translation [3, 4], text semantic matching [5, 6]. Recently,
5

deep neural networks such as recurrent neural network (RNN) [7] and its variants including Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [8] and Gated Recurrent Unit
(GRU) [3] are widely used to represent sentence-level information by converting
a sequence of words into a fixed length vector. In addition to RNNs, other
types of neural networks such as convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [1] and
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self-attention based models [9] are also used for sentence representation. However, the above three types of models take a sentence as a flat sequence, without
considering the structural information of the sentence.
In contrast, tree-structured neural networks or recursive neural networks
(RecNNs) [10, 11] take a sentence as a recursive structure. Based on the pre-
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obtained syntactic parse tree, a RecNN model converts each word at a leaf node
of the tree to a representation vector, and then uses a composition function
to compose word/phrase pairs to get representations of the intermediate nodes
of the tree. Finally, the representation of the root node is viewed as a representation of the sentence. However, a major limitation is that all kinds of
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compositions share the same parameters in a RecNN model as shown in Figure
1, neglecting the fact that different syntactic compositions exist which require
different parameters for the RecNN model to handle precisely.
In order to distinguish different syntactic compositions, some dynamic compositional models are proposed, in which different composition functions are
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used for different compositions. One way of performing dynamic composition is

2

Figure 1: A RecNN model where the parameter θ is shared by different kinds of syntactic
compositions such as verb-noun (VP) composition and determiner-noun (NP) composition.

with the aid of Part-of-Speech (POS) tags1 attached to each node in the syntactic tree of a sentence [12, 13, 14, 15]. Usually, a low-dimensional distributed
vector is used to represent each tag, namely tag embedding. Tag embeddings
are learned and then used, together with the word embeddings, as inputs to the
30

composition function of the model. For example, Huang et al. [13] proposed
TE-LSTM which takes tag embeddings as additional inputs to the gate functions of the TreeLSTM. A limitation of this kind of model is that the learned
tag embeddings in these models are too simple to reflect the rich information
that tags provide in different syntactic structures.
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Another way of conducting dynamic composition is to take advantage of
hypernetworks [16] which use a small network (i.e.“hypernetwork”) to generate
the weights for a larger network (i.e. main network). Liu et al. [2] proposed DCTreeLSTM which is composed of two separate TreeLSTMs with similar structures but different numbers of parameters. The smaller TreeLSTM is employed
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to calculate the weights of the bigger TreeLSTM. A limitation of DC-TreeLSTM
is that the two TreeLSTMs share the same inputs, i.e. word embeddings, thus,
the model can only extract semantic information and lacks the ability of capturing syntactic information which is useful for dynamic composition. Although
1 For

simplicity, we refer to Part-of-Speech (POS) tags as tags in the rest of the paper.

3

Shen et al. [15] considered syntactic information and improved the performance
45

of DC-TreeLSTM by incorporating tag information and word information in
the hypernetwork TreeLSTM, tag information is only a supplement to the word
information. However, comparing with words, tags can help the model to distinguish different syntactic compositions more explicitly. Thus, how to use tags in
a more efficient way for dynamic composition still need to be further explored.
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In short, the syntactic information of a sentence has not been fully explored
for dynamic composition in previous studies. To alleviate this limitation, we
propose a new model, TagHyperTreeLSTM, which is composed of a tag-aware
hypernetwork and a sentence encoder. The purpose of the tag-aware hypernetwork is two-fold: (1) to extract much more syntactic information by encoding
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some structural information into tag embeddings; and (2), to dynamically generate parameters for the sentence encoder. Specifically, the tag-aware hypernetwork is a standard TreeLSTM which only accepts tag embeddings at each
node of a tree, and outputs a new tag representation of the node. Then these
new tag representations, which encode structural information of nodes, will be
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used to generate parameters for the sentence encoder to perform dynamic composition. The sentence encoder is another TreeLSTM which accepts words as
inputs and outputs the final sentence representation. We evaluate the proposed
TagHyperTreeLSTM model on two typical NLP tasks: text classification and
text semantic matching. The results show that TagHyperTreeLSTM is more
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expressive than previous models due to its ability of capturing both semantic
and syntactic information.
The contributions of the paper can be summarised as follows:
• We propose a new perspective on the usage of tags in a syntactic tree
and devise a novel dynamic compositional model TagHyperTreeLSTM for
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sentence representation.
• Experimental results show that the proposed model achieves state-of-theart performance among tree-structured models on six benchmark datasets
with fewer parameters.
4

• An elaborate qualitative analysis is presented, giving an intuitive expla75

nation of why our model works.

2. Related Works
Recursive neural networks (RecNNs) or tree-structured neural networks is
one type of neural architecture which learns sentence representation by exploiting syntactic structures. Earlier researches on RecNNs mainly focus on in80

vestigating effective composition functions. Socher et al. [10] firstly proposed
the RecNN architecture and uses a simple feed-forward neural network as the
composition function of the model. Latterly, some more complex composition
functions such as matrix-vector multiplication [17], tensor computation [11] and
TreeLSTM [18] are proposed to improve the performance of the basic RecN-
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N. Benefiting from considering the syntactic structure of sentences, RecNNs
achieves impressive performance on a variety of NLP tasks. However, a major limitation of these RecNN models is that the same composition function is
used recursively over the syntactic tree, thus lacking the ability of distinguishing
different syntactic compositions.
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To alleviate this problem, a straightforward method is to utilize multiple
composition functions. Socher et al. [19] selected a suitable composition function for each word/phrase pair according to its syntactic categories. Similarly,
Dong et al. [20] introduced AdaRNN, which also uses multiple composition functions and adaptively selects them depending on tags and child vectors. How-
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ever, the predefined composition functions are usually designed manually for
some specific tasks, thus the generalization ability of these models is limited.
Recently, researchers proposed some models which can automatically perform
dynamic composition with the aid of tags [12, 14, 13, 21]. Generally, tags are
usually used as supplementary inputs for RecNNs in these models. For example,
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Wang et al. [14] and Huang et al. [13] employed tag embeddings as additional
inputs to control the gates of TreeLSTM to conduct dynamic composition.
Some other works such as [2, 15] took advantage of recent works on dynam-

5

ic parameter prediction [16], and proposed to use a hypernetwork to generate
parameters for RecNNs dynamically. Liu et al. [2] proposed DC-TreeLSTM
105

which is composed of two separate TreeLSTMs with similar structure but different number of parameters. The smaller TreeLSTM is employed to calculate
the weights of the bigger TreeLSTM. The two TreeLSTMs in a DC-TreeLSTM
model share the same input, i.e. word embeddings. Shen et al. [15] proposed
TG-HTreeLSTM, which improves the performance of DC-TreeLSTM by design-
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ing a complex information fusion layer which incorporates tag information and
word information for hypernetwork TreeLSTM. These two works are very related to our work, but with significant difference. The hypernetwork in our model
is solely based on tags without using any word information. Moreover, experimental results show that the proposed model outperforms TG-HTreeLSTM with
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fewer parameters.

3. The Model
In this section, we present a novel dynamic compositional neural architecture, named TagHyperTreeLSTM, which consists of two components, i.e.
tag-aware hypernetwork and sentence encoder. The tag-aware hypernetwork is
120

a standard TreeLSTM which only accepts tag embeddings as inputs and outputs
new tag representation of each node in a parse tree. The sentence encoder accepts word representations as inputs and outputs sentence representations. The
parameters of sentence encoder are calculated based on the outputs of tag-aware
hypernetwork. Figure 2 illustrates the proposed model.
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In subsection 3.1, the standard TreeLSTM architecture is outlined. Subsection 3.2 describes the tag-aware hypernetwork and subsection 3.3 presents the
sentence encoder.
3.1. TreeLSTM
LSTM [8] is proposed to deal with the vanishing and exploding gradient prob-
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lems of RNN [7], which can capture long-distance dependencies for sequential

6

Figure 2: An overview of the TagHyperTreeLSTM. The tag-aware hypernetwork is a standard
TreeLSTM which only accepts tag embeddings as inputs. U denotes parameters of tagaware hypernetwork. (ĥ1 , . . . , ĥ5 ) and (ȟ1 , . . . , ȟ5 ) are hidden states of nodes in tag-aware
hypernetwork and sentence encoder, respectively. W(ĥ4 ) and W(ĥ5 ) are intermediate hidden
vectors computed based on ĥ4 and ĥ5 . Parameters of the sentence encoder at each non-leaf
node, i.e. θ1 and θ2 , are not static, but are changed dynamically by the hidden vectors W(ĥ4 )
and W(ĥ5 ), respectively, and the detailed computation refers to subsection 3.3.

data due to its well-designed gate mechanism. TreeLSTM [18] is a generalization of LSTM to tree-structured network topologies which achieves impressive
performance for sentence representation.
For each node j in a binary constituency tree of a sentence, let xj =
[x1 , . . . , xde ]T be an input vector, hlj = [hl1 , . . . , hld ]T and hrj = [hr1 , . . . , hrd ]T
be the hidden states of left child and right child, respectively. clj = [cl1 , . . . , cld ]T
and crj = [cr1 , . . . , crd ]T be the memory cells of left child and right child, respectively. The composition function of a TreeLSTM unit can be described as
follows:
ij = σ(Wi [xj ; hlj ; hcj ] + bi )

(1)

fjl = σ(Wl [xj ; hlj ; hcj ] + bl )

(2)

fjr = σ(Wr [xj ; hlj ; hcj ] + br )

(3)
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gj = tanh(Wg [xj ; hlj ; hcj ] + bg )

(4)

oj = σ(Wo [xj ; hlj ; hcj ] + bo )

(5)

cj = fjl

clj + fjr

hj = oj

crj + ij

gj

tanh(cj )

(6)

(7)

where cj , hj ∈ Rd refer to the memory cell and hidden state of node j. ij , fjl , fjr , oj ∈
135

Rd represent input gate, two forgot gates (left child and right child), and output gate, respectively. gj ∈ Rd is the newly composed input for the memory
cell. Wi , Wl , Wr , Wg , Wo ∈ Rd×(2d+de ) and bi , bl , br , bg , bo ∈ Rd are trainable parameters. [; ] denotes the concatenation operation, tanh is the hyperbolic
tangent, σ denotes the sigmoid function, and
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represents element-wise multi-

plication.
For simplicity, we describe the computation of the hidden state of node j at
a high level with Equation (8) to facilitate references later in the paper, and the
detailed computation refers to Equations (1-7).
[hj ; cj ] = TreeLSTM(xj , hlj , hrj , clj , crj )

(8)

3.2. Tag-aware Hypernetwork
In this subsection, the tag-aware hypernetwork in Figure 2 is described in detail. It is a standard TreeLSTM but accepts only tag embeddings as inputs. The
purpose of the tag-aware hypernetwork is to generate parameters dynamically
145

for the sentence encoder (the right side of Figure 2).
Formally, we denote tag embedding for the tag attached to each node j in a
binary constituency tree as ej = [e1 , . . . , edt ]T . Then the hidden state ĥj ∈ Rdt
and memory cell ĉj ∈ Rdt of node j are defined in the following way. If node j
is a leaf node:
[ĥj ; ĉj ] = tanh(Vej + a)
8

(9)

If node j is a non-leaf node:
[ĥj ; ĉj ] = TreeLSTM(ej , ĥlj , ĥrj , ĉlj , ĉrj )

(10)

where TreeLSTM refers to Equation (8). V ∈ R2dt ×dt and a ∈ R2dt are
trainable parameters. The remaining notation follows Equations (1-7).
3.3. Sentence Encoder
In this subsection, we introduce the sentence encoder (the right side of Fig150

ure 2) which is used to compose word/phrase pair recursively over a binary
constituency tree.
Formally, we denote sentence as a sequence of words (w1 , w2 , ..., wm ) where
m is the length of the sentence, and the word embeddings of the sentence as
(v1 , . . . vm ) where vi = [v1 , . . . , vdw ]T , i ∈ [1, m]. Note that these words are
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leaf nodes in the constituency tree generated by a parser. Instead of using
word embeddings directly, we firstly use a LSTM [8] on them, and then use
each hidden state and memory cell of the LSTM as inputs for leaf nodes in the
sentence encoder, which is effective for performance improvements on several
NLP tasks [22].
Thus, for leaf node t, the hidden state h̄t ∈ Rdh and memory cell c̄t ∈
Rdh are computed in sequential order, with the corresponding input, i.e. word
embedding vt ∈ Rdm in the following way:
[h̄t ; c̄t ] = LSTM(h̄t−1 , c̄t−1 , vt )

(11)

where h̄t−1 ∈ Rdh and c̄t−1 ∈ Rdh refer to the hidden state and memory cell of
LSTM at (t − 1)th time-step. The hidden state h̄t and memory cell c̄t can be
utilized as inputs to the sentence representation TreeLSTM, with the left (right)
child of the target node j corresponding to the tth word in the input sentence
as following:
{l,r}

[ȟj

{l,r}

; čj

] = [h̄t ; c̄t ]

(12)

Then, for each none-leaf node j, a TreeLSTM with dynamic parameters is

9

used to obtain its hidden state ȟj ∈ Rdh and memory cell čj ∈ Rdh as follows:
W(ĥj ) = Wd ĥj + bd

ǐj = σ(W(ĥj )

Wi [ȟlj ; ȟcj ] + W(ĥj )

b̌i )

(14)

f̌jl = σ(W(ĥj )

Wl [ȟlj ; ȟcj ] + W(ĥj )

b̌l )

(15)

f̌jr = σ(W(ĥj )

Wr [ȟlj ; ȟcj ] + W(ĥj )

b̌r )

(16)

ǧj = σ(W(ĥj )

Wg [ȟlj ; ȟcj ] + W(ĥj )

b̌g )

(17)

ǒj = σ(W(ĥj )

Wo [ȟlj ; ȟcj ] + W(ĥj )

b̌o )

(18)

čj = f̌jl

člj + f̌jr

ȟj = ǒj
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(13)

črj + ǐj

tanh(čj )

ǧj

(19)

(20)

where Wd ∈ Rdh ×dh and bd ∈ Rdh are trainable parameters. W(ĥj ) ∈ Rdh is
an intermediate hidden vector computed based on the output of the tag-aware
hypernetwork at node j, which modifies the corresponding static parameters
Wi , Wl , Wr , Wg , Wo ∈ Rdh ×2dh and b̌i , b̌l , b̌r , b̌g , b̌o ∈ Rdh by scaling each
row of weight matrix linearly by an element in vector. The remaining notation
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follows Equations (1-7). Finally, the hidden state of the root node ȟroot ∈ Rdh
is used as the representation for the given sentence.

4. Applications of TagHyperTreeLSTM
In this section, we describe the application of TagHyperTreeLSTM for two
typical NLP tasks.
10

Text classification. Given a sentence s and a pre-defined class set Y, text
classification is to predict a label ŷ ∈ Y for s. A single layer MLP with the
ReLU activation function, followed by a softmax classifier to obtain the final
predicted probability distribution of class y given sentence s as following:
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hs = Relu(Ws ȟroot + bs )

(21)

p(y|s) = softmax(Wc hs + bc )

(22)

where hs ∈ Rds is the intermediate feature vector for the softmax classifier.
Ws ∈ Rds ×dh , bs ∈ Rds , Wc ∈ Rdc ×ds , bc ∈ Rdc are trainable parameters.
Text semantic matching. Text semantic matching is to predict a label ˆl
which represents the relationship between a given sentence pair s1 and s2 from a
pre-defined label set L. Firstly, the same TagHyperTreeLSTM is used to encode
root
s1 and s2 into two sentence representation vectors ȟroot
∈ Rdh . Next,
s1 , ȟs2

some matching heuristics [23] are used to combine the two sentence vectors
together in the following way:
root
root
hst = [ȟroot
s1 , ȟs2 , ȟs1

root
root
ȟroot
s2 , |ȟs1 − ȟs2 |]

(23)

Then, a single layer MLP with the ReLU activation function is applied on the
above concatenated vector hst :
hm = Relu(Wm hst + bm )

(24)

where hm ∈ Rdm is the intermediate feature vector for the following classifier.
Wm ∈ Rdm ×4dh , bm ∈ Rdm are trainable parameters. Finally, the probability
distribution of label l given sentence pair s1 and s2 is obtained using a softmax
classifier:
p(l|(s1, s2)) = softmax(Wl hm + bl )

(25)

where Wl ∈ Rdl ×dm , bl ∈ Rdl are again trainable parameters. The parameters of the model are learned to minimise the cross-entropy of the distributions
between predicted and true labels.
11
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5. Experiments
5.1. Datasets
We evaluate the proposed model on four benchmark datasets for text classification (SST2, MR, SUBJ, TREC) and two datasets (SICK and SNLI) for text
semantic matching:
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• SST2: Stanford Sentiment Treebank consisting of movie reviews with positive or negative label [11].2
• MR: The movie reviews with positive or negative label [24].3
• SUBJ: Sentences grouped as being either subjective or objective [25].

4

• TREC: A dataset which groups questions into six different question types
185

[26].5
• SICK: A textual entailment dataset with three classes (entailment, neutral, contradiction) [27].6
• SNLI: The stanford natural language inference dataset with three classes
(entailment, neutral, contradiction) [28].7
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Tabel 1 shows the detailed statistics about the above six datasets.
5.2. Experimental Setup
For all the datasets, sentences are tokenized and parsed by Stanford PCFG
parser8 [29]. Word embeddings are initialized with the 300-dimensional GloVe
word vectors [30], and embeddings of out-of-vocabulary words and tags are ini-
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tialized by randomly sampling from the uniform distribution [−0.005, 0.005].
2 https://nlp.stanford.edu/sentiment/
3 https://www.cs.cornell.edu/people/pabo/movie-review-data/
4 https://www.cs.cornell.edu/people/pabo/movie-review-data/
5 https://cogcomp.seas.upenn.edu/Data/QA/QC/
6 https://wiki.cimec.unitn.it/tiki-index.php?page=CLIC
7 https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/snli/
8 https://nlp.stanford.edu/software/lex-parser.shtml
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Dataset Train Dev Test Lavg

|V|

|T| Class

SST2

6920

872

1821

18

15K

73

2

MR

10662

-

CV

22

19K

73

2

SUBJ

10000

-

CV

21

21K

72

2

TREC

75952

-

500

10

10K

67

6

SICK

4500

500

4927

10

2K

41

3

SNLI

549K

9800 9800

10

36K

72

3

Table 1: Statistics of six benchmark datasets for two tasks. Train, Dev and Test are the size
of training, validation and test dataset, respectively. CV means 10-fold cross validation is
used. Lavg is the average number of words in sentences. |V | is the size of vocabulary. |T | is
the number of tags. Class is the size of label/class set.

Tag embeddings are fine-tuned during training procedure while word embeddings are fixed. Hidden size for tag-aware hypernetwork and the dimension of
tag embeddings are fine-tuned from [25, 50]. Hidden size for sentence representation TreeLSTM is 100 for all datasets. Batch size is selected from [32, 64].
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Weights of the model are trained by minimizing the cross-entropy of the training
dataset by the Adadelta [31] optimizer. The initial learning rate is 1. The accuracy metric is used in this paper to measure the performance of the proposed
and all comparison models on six datasets.
5.3. Results
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Text Classification. The proposed model is compared with two kinds of
models, i.e. tree-structured models and other neural models. Table 2 shows test
accuracies of the proposed TagHyperTreeLSTM and all comparison models on
four text classification datasets. Generally, compared with all baseline models,
the proposed TagHyperTreeLSTM achieves superior or competitive performance
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on all four text classification datasets.
From table 2, we can observe that, firstly, compared with previous treestructured models, TagHyperTreeLSTM sets a new state of the art on all four
datasets - SST2, MR, SUBJ and TREC with accuracies of 91.2%, 83.7%, 95.2%
and 96.0%, respectively.
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Model

SST2

MR

SUBJ

TREC

RecNN [10]

82.4

76.4

91.8

90.2

RNTN [11]

86.4

-

-

-

AdaMC-RNTN [20]

87.1

-

-

-

TE-RNN [12]

86.5

77.9

-

-

TreeLSTM [18]

88.0

-

-

-

AdaHT-LSTM [32]

87.8

81.9

94.1

-

TE-LSTM [13]

89.6

82.2

-

-

BiTreeLSTM [33]

90.3

DC-TreeLSTM [2]

87.8

81.7

93.7

93.8

Gumbel Tree-LSTM [22]

90.7

-

-

-

TG-HTreeLSTM [15]

90.4

82.6

94.9

95.8

CNN [1]

88.1

81.5

93.4

93.6

LSTM [18]

84.9

-

-

-

BCN + Char + CoVe* [34]

90.3

-

-

95.8

byte-mLSTM* [35]

91.8

86.9

94.6

DiSAN [9]

-

-

94.2

94.2

DARLM [36]

-

83.2

94.1

96.0

WSAN [37]

-

83.2

94.6

95.0

Transformer [38]

86.9

80.2

94.1

91.9

†

87.1

80.7

93.6

93.0

Bert* [40]

90.8

85.8

96.0

96.8

TagHyperTreeLSTM (proposed)

91.2

83.7

95.2

96.0

Tree-structured neural models

94.8

Other neural models

†

star-Transformer [39]
†

Table 2:

Accuracies of previous neural models and proposed model on four different text

classification datasets. The symbol * indicates models that are pre-trained with large external
corpora. The symbol

†

indicates our implementations.
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Secondly, compared with DC-TreeLSTM and TG-HTreeLSTM which are two
models very related to our work, TagHyperTreeLSTM outperforms them on all
four datasets. DC-TreeLSTM is the first work that employs a hypernetwork to
generate parameters dynamically for a TreeLSTM which is responsible for sentence representation. Note that the hypernetwork and the sentence representa-
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tion TreeLSTM share the same input (i.e. word embeddings) in DC-TreeLSTM.
Different from DC-TreeLSTM, the hypernetwork in our model is based on tag
embeddings without using any word information. TagHyperTreeLSTM is superior to the DC-TreeLSTM on four datasets SST2, MR, SUBJ and TREC with
3.4%, 2%, 1.5% and 2.2% improvements, respectively. A possible reason is that
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tag information is more useful for distinguishing different syntactic compositions than word information. Moreover, TagHyperTreeLSTM is slightly better
than the state-of-the-art model TG-HTreeLSTM on all four datasets SST2, MR,
SUBJ and TREC with 0.8%, 1.1%, 0.3% and 0.2% improvements, respectively.
TG-HTreeLSTM uses tag information as a supplement to word information and
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devises a complex information fusion layer for the hypernetwork. Compared
with TG-HTreeLSTM, the proposed model achieves better performance with
fewer parameters thus is more effective and efficient.
Thirdly, compared with other neural models, TagHyperTreeLSTM shows its
consistently better performance on four datasets. Althogh Bert achieves better
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performance than TagHyperTreeLSTM, it is pre-trained with large external
corpora while TagHyperTreeLSTM do not perform any pre-training. As table
2 shows, TagHyperTreeLSTM outperforms all the models that do not perform
pre-training, including recently published transformer based model such as starTransformer.
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Text Semantic Matching. To evaluate the proposed TagHyperTreeLSTM
on other NLP tasks, we also conduct an experiment on text semantic matching.
Different from text classification requiring only one sentence at a time, each
example in a text semantic matching dataset consists of two sentences. In this
paper, we evaluate the performance of TagHyperTreeLSTM on SICK and SNLI
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datasets.
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Model

Acc (%)

RNN [28]

72.2

LSTM [28]

77.6

RecNN[41]

74.9

RNTN [41]

76.9

MV-RNN [2]

75.5

DC-TreeLSTM [2]

82.3

TG-HTreeLSTM [15]

83.3

TagHyperTreeLSTM

83.9

Table 3: Accuracies of previous neural models and proposed model on the SICK dataset.
Model

Acc (%)

LSTM [28]

80.6

Tree-based CNN [23]

82.1

SPINN-PI [42]

83.2

Gumbel Tree-LSTM [22]

85.6

TagHyperTreeLSTM

85.5

Table 4: Accuracies of previous neural models and proposed model on the SNLI dataset.

Table 3 shows experimental results on SICK dataset. The performance of
RNN, LSTM, RecNN, and RNTN are reported in [28]. The performance of
MV-RNN is reported in [2], and performance of the other models come from
respective papers. We can find that TagHyperTreeLSTM again demonstrates
250

its superior performance compared against baseline models with an accuracy of
83.9%, and is slightly better than the best baseline model TG-HTreeLSTM with
an improvement of 0.6%. Table 4 gives experimental results on SNLI dataset.
For fair comparison, we only consider sentence-encoding based models. The
performance of TagHyperTreeLSTM is on par with the previous tree-structured
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models. This comparison shows that TagHyperTreeLSTM is also effective in
text sematic matching task, and has generalization ability in different NLP
tasks.
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Model

# Params Acc (%)

CNN [1]

360K

88.1

LSTM [18]

316K

84.9

TreeLSTM [18]

317K

88.0

TE-LSTM [13]

919K

89.6

1M

90.7

Gumbel Tree-LSTM [22]
TG-HTreeLSTM [15]

486K

90.4

TagHyperTreeLSTM

418K

91.2

Table 5: Comparison of number of parameters of different models on SST2 dataset.

6. Analysis
6.1. An observation on model complexity
260

In this subsection, a comparison of the number of parameters between the
proposed TagHyperTreeLSTM and some typical neural models on the SST2
dataset is presented in Table 5. Firstly, compared with basic TreeLSTM, the
performance of TagHyperTreeLSTM is improved by 3.2%, but the number of parameters are only increased by about 100K. Secondly, compared with previous
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models which also use tag information, such as TE-LSTM and TG-HTreeLSTM,
the proposed TagHyperTreeLSTM outperforms them with fewer parameters.
This comparison demonstrates that the proposed model is more effective and
efficient than previous models.
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6.2. Configuration Study
In this section, we present a configuration study on key modules of the proposed model to explore their effectiveness. As shown in Table 6, if we use
word information instead of tag information as the input of the hypernetwork
(the left side of Figure 2), the accuracy of the model drops to 95.6% on TREC
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dataset and 83.3% on SICK dataset, respectively. A possible reason for this
performance degradation is that tag information is more explicit and useful in
distinguishing different syntactic structures than word information. Moreover,
we do not get much improvement (no improvement on TREC dataset and only
17

Model

Table 6:

TREC SICK

TagHyperTreeLSTM

96.0

83.9

word

95.6

83.3

word + tag

96.0

84.0

-LSTM

95.2

83.3

A configuration study on key modules of TagHyperTreeLSTM. Test accuracies on

TREC and SICK datasets are reported. word: only use word information in hypernetwork.
word + tag: use both word and tag information in hypernetwork. -LSTM: remove LSTM
layer in sentence encoder.

0.1% improvement on SICK dataset) using both word and tag information in
280

the hypernetwork. This may be because syntactic tags have provided enough information in distinguishing different syntactic structures, thus the contribution
of word information is very limited. If we remove LSTM layer in sentence encoder (subsection 3.3), the accuracy of the model drops on both datasets with
more than 0.5% degradation. Thus, using LSTM to get contextualized word
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representations as the inputs of the sentence encoder is crucial for performance
improvement.
6.3. Qualitative Analysis
As described in previous sections, in order to distinguish different syntactic
compositions, parameters of the sentence encoder at each non-leaf node j are
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not static, but are changed dynamically by a latent vector W(ĥj ), which is
computed based on the hidden state of the tag-aware hypernetwork of node j.
To get an intuitive understanding on how the latent vector W(ĥj ) works, we
design an experiment to explore behaviours of neurons in W(ĥj ).
We randomly sample some sentences on the test set from the TREC dataset.
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Table 7 presents some interpretable neurons and some representative phrases
or clauses captured by these neurons. By analyzing the maximum activation
neurons in W(ĥj ) at each non-leaf node j, we find different neurons focus on
capturing different syntactic compositions. For example, the 65th, 15th and 30th
neurons are more sensitive to noun phrases (NP) compositions, while the 88th

18

Node
tags

Neurons

Child nodes
tags

WHADJP

39th

WRB+JJ

Examples
how+fast, how+much
how+tall, how+far
what+continent, what+year

WHNP

77th

WDT+NN
what+color, what+province
in+1913, of+yugoslavia

88th

IN+NP
for+june, in+algeria

PP
in+a galon, in+a ton, in+a mile
95th

IN+NP
in+the neuschwanstein castle

Phrase Level
euphrates+river, eiffel+tower
65th

NNP+NNP
national+forest
acid+rain, compounded+interest

15th

JJ+NN
nuclear+power, trivial+pursuit

NP
the+calculator, a+thyroid
DT+NN
a+carcinogen, an+earthquake
30th
fuel+cell, state+flower
NN+NN
yak+milk, spirometer+test
is+acid rain
VBZ+NP
is+john wayne airport
are+the rocky mountains
91st

VBP+NP
are+in the troposphere

Clause Level

SQ
founded+american red cross
VBD+NP
invented+the hula hoop
is+the population of seattle
37th

VBZ+NP
is+the capital of mongolia

Table 7: Some interpretable neurons and the phrases/clauses captured by these neurons.
Symbol + splits the left child and right child of current node.
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and 95th neurons are more sensitive to prepositional phrases (PP) compositions.
Moreover, note that although the 65th, 15th and 30th neurons are sensitive
to the same phrase type i.e. NP, the child node tags of the phrase are quite
different. For example, the 65th neuron is sensitive to noun phrases composed of
two proper nouns (NNP), while the 15th is sensitive to noun phrases composed
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of an adjective (JJ) and a noun (NN).
Moreover, we also find the occurrence of large value neurons in W(ĥj ) is
dominated by nodes with specific syntactic structure or semantic basis which
are significant for text classification and text semantic matching. Figures 3 5 show three examples. In Figure 3, the 9th neuron of W(ĥj ) is sensitive to
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sentences starting with “Who”, which is crucial for the model to classify these
sentences to the label “HUM”. In Figure 4, the 10th neuron is sensitive to
emotional terms, which can be regard as a sentinel, telling the sentence encoder
network that an informative phrase is coming. We can see that the neuron has
realized that the adjective phrase “quite fresh and delightful” is important for
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the final sentiment classification.
Figure 5 gives an example for text semantic matching. The 73rd neuron
of W(ĥj ) monitors verb phrases such as “running down” and “standing still”
which are more helpful for judging the semantic relation between the sentence
pair “A man is standing still” and “A man is running down the road”.
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7. Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a novel dynamic compositional architecture,
named TagHyperTreeLSTM, for learning sentence representation, which has
better expressive power due to its ability of distinguishing different syntactic
compositions. The model consists of two components, i.e. sentence encoder
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and tag-aware hypernetwork. The purpose of the tag-aware hypernetwork is
to extract syntactic information and to generate parameters dynamically for
the sentence encoder. The sentence encoder is to output the final sentence
representation. Experimental results on six datasets in two NLP tasks have
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Figure 3: The visualization of parser tree and values of the 9th neuron of W(ĥj ) for sentence
“Who was galileo ?”. The color in the square below each non-leaf node j represents value of
the 9th neuron of W(ĥj ).

Figure 4: The visualization of parser tree and values of the 10th neuron of W(ĥj ) for sentence
“The result is something quite fresh and delightful .”. The color in the square below each
non-leaf node j represents value of the 10th neuron of W(ĥj ).
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(a) The visualization of parser tree and values of the 73rd neuron of W(ĥj ) for
sentence “A man is standing still ”.

(b) The visualization of parser tree and values of the 73rd neuron of W(ĥj )
for sentence “A man is running down the road ”.
Figure 5: The visualization of parser tree and values of the 73rd neuron of W(ĥj ) for sentence
pair “A man is running down the road/ A man is standing still”. The color in the square
below each non-leaf node j represents value of the 73rd neuron of W(ĥj ).
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demonstrated the superiority and the generalization ability of the proposed
330

model. Moreover, the qualitative analysis explains how our model works. In
future work, we plan to extend the proposed TagHyperTreeLSTM to address
other NLP tasks, such as question answering and machine translation.
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